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developed (p. 68). More precise geographic detail is not provided, but I think the author has in romd
the area comprising the modern nations of Georgia, Armenia, and Azerbaijan, the Abkhazian Autonomous Republic, the Ajarian Autonomous Republic, and the South Ossetian Autonomous Region, an
area of "enormous. . . historical and cultural complexity" (H.J. & Blij and P. 0. Muller, Geography:
Realms, Regions, ami Concepts [New Yolk: John WBey and Sons, 19971, 149).
In support of his argument locating the earliest W ~ ~ a n in
s Transcaucasia,
"
BattagJini advances
two onomastic examples: Etruscan hesacmas, which be equates with biblical (Hebrew?) Ashkenav,
and Eanffian cwnere, corresponding to biblical Gomer. Comparing Etruscan S e w with Sarduri (Ianguage not specified), Battaglini moves the zone south and west to Cappadocia (p. 69). Arguing next
from typology, the author adduces an Etruscan example of a suffix -si (oithographically-fi [TLE
6511). which he idles to the Uratttan eqative suffix -ie.Hunian 4(pp. 70-71). Thu irajectoly takes
us through the question of Indo-Aryan origins (pp. 71-72; the argument of T.V. Gamkrelidze and V. V.
Ivanov placing the Indo-Europeanhomeland in the Transcaucasian area had be6n noted with approval
earlier [p. 69}), second-millennium Aryan influence on the Near East (pp. 72-74), and concluding reflections on the fate of Etruscan (pp. 74-75).
While the Etruscan texts from Pyrgi are immensely important to historians of the language, this
study demands too much from a limited corpus. Until reliable Etruscan-Caucasian and EmscanIndo-European phonetic correspondencesare established, larger questions of language history appear
premature. The comparisons presented sac interesting, but lack rigorous argument.
Regarding the Phoenician text, BattagIini's interpretation diverges from the consensus of Semilists at several points. For example, he interprets the Phoenician construction 'bbr (line 5) not as laealive, but as equationd (the bath essmfiae), implying that the temple (bt)is the gift (p. 44). The verb
'rS (line 6) is generally understood to mean "she requested," the subject being the deity Astanc. fa
Batiaglini's interpretation, the verb is given the meanings "aid favor," or "direct, guide." without
demonstration from comparative Semitic evidence. For the word bdy, the author suppliesthe meaning
"his faithfulness" (pp.46-47). appealing to a speculative comment by Dnpont-Sommer. (Phoenician
grammars regard Ad as a preposition, not a noun.) The implied sense of the sentence, as interpreted
by Battaglini, is that Astarte has rewarded the faithful devotion of Thefarie Velianas by causing him
to tteign. Lines 8-9 and 9-10 are interpreted so as to echo the author's understanding of the Etrascan;
there is oo substantive discussion of comparative evidence from Phoenician and Punic or other Semitic languages. The overriding plan appears to be to produce a translation of the Phoenician that
parallels the author's interpretation of the Etruscan texts. The resulting translation fails to convince.
Battaglini's etymological explanations of the Etruscan texts deserve reflective study by specialists
in Indo-European and Caucasian linguistics. The larger argument concerning transitional languages
may have merit, but I think its presentation in this monograph will be judged incomplete. The study
makes no significant progress in the elucidation of the Phoenician text. In interpreting the Phoenician
text, the author has permitted speculation a wide compass, with unsatisfying results.
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Professor Abraham Goldberg has had a distinguished career of more than half a century devoted
to teaching and researching the literature of the Mishnab, Tosefta, and other branches of tannaitic literature. An ongoing focus of his research has been the attempt to describe the approaches of later rabIns to the received traditions of earlier generations. As applied to individual teachers. he has argued
that consistent henneneutical techniques can be discerned in the rulings of the Ushan generation of
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sages, in the diverse ways that they interpreted the stratum of oral law that bad been formulated by
their master Rabbi Akiva. Some of these sages tended to expand the scope of the earlier texts, others
to limit them, white still others tried to harmonize then with non-Ativan traditions. (Instances of this
theory may be found in the current work in several passages listed in the index entries on p. 233.)
Furthermore, Goldberg proposed adynamic and functional conception of the relationship between
the genres of Mishnah and Tosefia, according to which each generation produced its own stratum of
commentary and ancillary material as a supplement to the official version of the Mishnah that had
been transmitted from the previous generation Because the subsequent generation would incocporate
this material into its own Mishnah, the Mishnah and Tosefia collections that have come down to us
capture the state of the traditions as they existed at the time of the Mishnah's final redaction in the
early thud century. Goldberg tried to argue his theories in his extensive critical commentaries to the
Mishnah tractates Shahbat and 'Eruvin (see his restatement of the thenry on pp. 21-22).
The present volume is his flrst to focus principally on the Tosefta. The scope of its investigation
is in fact much more limited than that of its predecessors. Because the tractate Bava Qanuna has already been edited (posthumously) in a text-critical edition with an extensive commentary by S. Liebennan. Goldbag has chosen not to deal with either text-critical questions or with the full explanation
of the contents. He has confined himself to structural and literary comparisons between the Mishnah
and the Tosefta, and to providing a systematic typology of the diverse relationships between the two
collections, tasks that Lieberman did not undertake systematically in his own commentary.
Although the current work is not designed primarily to be a study of talmudic interpretations of
tannaitic traditions, Goldberg does pay careful attention to the approaches taken by the Amoraim, and
tries to uncover consistent positions with respect to their use of the Tosefta as a source of authority
tive interpretation of the Mishnah. As far as it goes, Goldberg's presentation is clear and concise. His
renwks on specific lines of text are summuked at the conclusion of each cbapt6r. though be often
seems ovetiy ready to formulate general rules on the basis of one or two occurrences of a feature. A
rather unconvenlional index does a very effectivejob of calling the reader's attention to phenomena
that have broader significance to the study of tannaitic literature.
But for all its usefulness. die present volume's value as a work of scholarship is severely compromised by its limited use of previous research. Based on Goldberg's presentation, you might easily
receive the impression that the only authors who have written about tannaitic literature were J. N. Bpstein, H. Albeek, S. Lieberman, and Goldberg himself. In reality, many other scholars bave raised imp o r m methodological issues that should have been addressed in a serious academic study. To take
a few notable examples: Abraham Weiss's important Hebrew monograph "Studies in the Law of the
Talmud on Damages" makes a powerful case for the claim that the order of material in the Mishnah
reflects two a l t d v e interpretations of the ancient list of the four "principal types of damages," a
thesis that ought to have been at least mentioned in a study of this son (cf. Goldberg's analysis of the
data on p. 2, a. 2). S. Friedman's contention that the Toscfta preserves earlier versions of traditions
than the Mishnah should also have been addressed, for example, in connection with some of the archaic linguistic form in the opening passages in the Mishnah and Tosefla.The frequent discussions
about relationships between Mishnah, Tom% and midrashic sources might bave benefited from consultation of H.I. Levine's studies on halakhic midrash and Mishnah Bava Qamrna. Notwithstanding
Goldberg's assertion that his is one of the flrat attempts at a Mishnah-Toscfta synopsis, there is much
to be learned from previous kindred endeavors. ranging from Boaz Cohen's 1935 comparative study
of the tractate Shabbat through subsequent work by B.DeVries, 1. Neusner, A. Houlman, Y.Ellman,
and several others.
The most insightful observations in this study are those that relate to the literary character of the
Tosefta and Mishnah. The author studiously examines apparent discrepancies in the ordering of material in the two compendia, and in most cases he demonstrates how the Tosefla's arrangement can be
explained as arising from reasonable editorial considerations based on the nature of die material and
mteipretative objectives, while making allowances for the rabbinic propensity for associative digressions. Of particular interest are Goldberg's comments about how the divisions into chapters, especially where they entail variations between Mishnah aid Tosefta, can a ! ! the understanding of the
contents. ID a similar vein, he draws our attention to the Tosefta's practice of introducing bodies of
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moralistic and ageadis passages, to a greaterdegree than in the Mishnah, as a way of demarcating disr
crete literary units. In several passages, the author points out how the citation of relevant material
from other tractates in the Mishnab (sometimes with additional interpretation) was intended to serve
as an effective f o m of commentary.
Despite the above-mentioned weaknesses in die areas of bibliographical completeness and engagement with recent scholarship, the present volume recommends itself as the work of a major authority
on tannaitie literature who has grappled through a long scholarly career with the complex challenges
raised by the comparison between the Mishnah and Tosefta. Whether or not one accepts every one of
Goldberg's theories, it is always clear that they are the products of profound erudition and imaginative
engagement with the texts. ToseftaBava Kamms is most profitably read as a companion to the cornspending volume of Liebman's ToseftaKi-Fshutahcommeutary, as Goldbergfocuses on (he broader
issues of literary structure that were of peripheral concern to Liebeman. In a manner that is compatable to the Tosefta itself, Goldberg's monographserves at once as a commentary andas a supplement
to Lieberman's masterpiece.
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Whim Boas aim 65. Gebnm@. Edited by

His friends, colleagues, and pupils dedicated the Festdi@ under review to Bediir Httttoio$ist
Volkert Haas on the occasion of his sixty-fifth birthday. The volumeincludes thirty-seven articles submitied by forty-two scholars from various fields, including Mesopotamian nifh&logy (represented
by R. DittBiaaa aid A. Green and A. Hausleiter). Assyriology (H. Freydsnk. S. Limdstrtim, M.S.
Maul, J.-W. Meyer, H.Neumann. I, Renger, and G. J. Selz), and biblical studies (M. Kactert and
H, pfeiffer).
The largest number of contributions, however, focus on ancient Anatolian studies, primarily on
Himtology, as this has always been the main interest of the honoree of this vnlwas. Among these.
foÃ§ articles address Analolian archaeology: S. Alaura up. 1-17) reconsideis the terra-cotta fiagments of bull figure(s) from H. Winckler'a early excavations at BOgazk6y 1 &attuSa and their unknown find spot, which the author believes to have been a storage rootii for '^unfinished or damaged"
cult objects in Hittite times (p. 2). She also refers to the Hitlite written sources concerning damaged
cult obiects: cf. also 0. Sovsal. Hethitica 14 11999):
. - 131f.. 132 n. 558.
P. eve's brief article (pp. 291-93) presents some thoughts on the architectonic structure of Eflatunpuiar. Sadly, this famous spring-sanctuary situated in the modern town of Beyshir bad over the
yearsbeenconverted into part of a fish farm, but it has become of current interest thanks to the rescue
and restoration excavations led by llirkish archaeologist A. S. (beast, who also keeps the scholarly
community informed with Us systematic publications; see most recently 2000 Yili Amdolu Medeniyetieri Mitcesi Koitfemnslitn (Ankara,2001). 35ff.. and Aken lies IV. iMematwnolen KongmssBftir
Heihitolegie, ed. 0.Wilhelm (= StBor AS, Wiesbaden, 2001), 532ff. Receat tatio ion of BBatunpinar wooid indicate that it wasone of the sacred pools or dams built in the lime of the later Hittite
kings TlitbaliyaIV and Suppiluliiima11(pp. 2921'").There is also a large mound situatednearthis sanoWary, and the tod of a small fragment with hieroglyphicLuwian signs suggests that there was also a
royal inscription at EUahinpmar, like those found at Yalburt and elsewhere. Thus, current data, ineluding the location of Efiatunpnar in the southwestem part of the Kooya Plain, would indicate &at
the site is another geographical, or even possibly historical, link to the lost Kingdom of Itahmtasia.
Additional studies on archaeological topics are contributed by B.Brentjes on the legion of Urfa
(pp. 59-72),and by H.KAnis on Gam Katesi near Ankara (pp. 227-43).

